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The Handbook of Nanotechnology: Business, Policy, and Intellectual Property LawJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004
"This Handbook is sure to become the ultimate sourcebook for everyone involved in the emerging field of nanotechnology. I would strongly recommend that any entrepreneur who wishes to begin a nanotechnology company and any investor who wishes to seek funding opportunities in nanotechnology read this work cover to cover. By providing the tools...
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A Fire in the Wilderness: The First Battle Between Ulysses S. Grant and Robert E. LeePegasus Books, 2021

	The riveting account of the first bloody showdown between Ulysses S. Grant and Robert E. Lee—a battle that sealed the fate of the Confederacy and changed the course of American history. 

	

	In the spring of 1864, President Lincoln feared that he might not be able to save the Union. The Army of...
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Blogging to Drive Business: Create and Maintain Valuable Customer ConnectionsQue, 2010
Use Blogging to Supercharge Sales, Customer Loyalty, Innovation, and Profits

 

Blogging can help you deepen customer loyalty, reach new customers, gain indispensable feedback, and drive more sales. This no-nonsense guide...
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Making Great Games: An Insider's Guide to Designing and Developing the World's Greatest Video GamesFocal Press, 2010

	Join videogame industry veteran Michael Thornton Wyman on a series of detailed, behind-the-scenes tours with the teams that have made some of the most popular and critically acclaimed videogames of the modern era. Drawing on insider's perspectives from a wide variety of teams, learn about the creation of a tiny, independent game project...
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Careers for Class Clowns & Other Engaging Types, Second edition (Careers for You Series)McGraw-Hill, 2005
Careers for Class Clowns & Other Engaging Types
People have been getting paid to clown around for centuries. What’s stopping you? The medieval court jester has been replaced by the stand-up comedian, but there are many other career avenues for those with a unique sense of humor. You can turn your talent for making...
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Hacking Exposed WirelessMcGraw-Hill, 2007
Secure Your Wireless Networks the Hacking Exposed Way

Defend against the latest pervasive and devastating wireless attacks using the tactical security information contained in this comprehensive volume. Hacking Exposed Wireless reveals how hackers zero in on susceptible networks and peripherals, gain access, and execute...
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Excel 2013: The Missing ManualO'Reilly, 2013

	
		The world’s most popular spreadsheet program is now more powerful than ever, but it’s also more complex. That’s where this Missing Manual comes in. With crystal-clear explanations and hands-on examples, Excel 2013: The Missing Manual shows you how to master Excel so you can easily track, analyze, and chart your...
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Learning Node.js Development: Learn the fundamentals of Node.js, and deploy and test Node.js applications on the webPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		A comprehensive, easy-to-follow guide to creating complete Node apps and understanding how to build, deploy, and test your own apps.

	
		Key Features

		
			Entirely project-based and practical
	
			Explains the "Why" of Node.js features, not just the "how", providing...
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Enterprise Guide to Gaining Business Value from Mobile TechnologiesJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004
Proven strategies for integrating mobile technologies into your business to gain a competitive advantage
The rate at which companies are deploying wireless and mobile technology is astounding. But as the dot-com crash demonstrated, implementing solutions without clearly defined business requirements can lead to skyrocketing budgets and possible...
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Grinnell: America's Environmental Pioneer and His Restless Drive to Save the WestLiveright, 2019

	
		Winner • National Outdoor Book Award (History/Biography)

		Longlisted • PEN/Jacqueline Bograd Weld Award for Biography

	
		Before Rachel Carson, there was George Bird Grinnell?the man whose prophetic vision did nothing less than launch American conservation.

	George...
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Adobe InDesign  CS2 RevealedCourse Technology PTR, 2005
Geared towards beginner-to-intermediate level InDesign users, "Adobe InDesign CS2 Revealed" offers a complete look at Adobe’s latest release of its popular layout software, InDesign. Following a unique style that caters towards beginners, "Adobe InDesign CS2 Revealed" provides step-by-step tutorials to teach the skills...
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Entrepreneurial Solutions for Prosperity in BoP Markets: Strategies for Business and Economic TransformationFT Press, 2010

	There has been immense worldwide excitement about the potential of Bottom of the Pyramid (BoP) businesses to help impoverished societies escape poverty. Unfortunately, many BoP firms are locked in a "survival trap" that keeps them small, inefficient, and unprofitable. Now, Eric Kacou identifies breakthrough...
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